


INVENTRIX  Baukästen says that this system was made as
an  additional  product  by  a  company  called  Inventrix  Klein-
gerätebau [small tool maker] GmbH of Alfeld (Leine), south of
Hannover. The dates given for  the firm are 1946-58 and its
principals were Dr. Hans Schellhoss & his wife Anneliese. Of
the system's 41 parts the Plates & a few others have some-
thing of STABIL about them; the rest are run of the mill except
for 2 sizes of zinc die-cast Flanged & Grooved Pulley Wheels
with the boss on the 'inside' (like the original MECCANO #20).

INVENTRIX is described in MCS as British because at the
time  the  label  on the  only  outfit  known carried  the address
Inventrix Ltd., 9 Union St., Liverpool 2. Presumably it was an
export set - the parts in it are painted but are otherwise, apart
from  very  minor  differences,  identical  to  known  German
equivalents - the latter have a dull grey rustproof coating.

These notes  are mainly  about the 'Liverpool'  set,  with  its
parts  still  strung, & a similar,  near  complete 'German' outfit,
but other German sets seen on Ebay will also be mentioned.

The 'GERMAN' SET  It  is packed in a black box, 43*24*
2½cm, with  red trimmed partitioning  to create 9 small  com-
partments for Strips etc, and 3 large ones for brown cards on
which  the  Plates,  the  Wheels,  and  a  few other  parts  were
strung. The lid label, 26*18½cm, is in very poor condition but
below an identical one from an Ebay set. The logo at the left is

an  'i'  inside  a  pair  of
dividers,  and the model
is a Fire Engine. No set
number can be seen on
the  box  but  there  may
have  been  one  in  the
circle in the bottom right
corner of the label.  The
manual  has  Type  A-02
on its cover (right).

The Parts in the set are listed below with the quantities as
given in the manual in curly brackets. Examples of most of the
various types can be seen at the bottom of the page. ● Holes
are mostly 4.2mm Ø, but 4.1mm in some in the smaller parts.
● The hole pitch is 12.5mm.  ● Bosses, apart from those of
the  die-cast  Wheels  mentioned  above,  are  steel,  11mm Ø,
held (securely)  with  a narrow ring of  peening.  Their  bore is
4.2mm, but 4.1 in a few, and they are single-tapped M4. ● The
parts are generally reasonably well made but from rather soft
steel and some are a bit battered from use.

● 2,3,5,7,11h  Strips.  All  the 'strip'  parts are slightly wider
than 12.5mm, most by about .1mm. {4,6,12,6,26}. ● DAS {4}.
● 11h  A/G;  the  slotted  holes  are  7mm  long  {10}.  ● Flat
Bracket and the A/B made from it. The slots are 9mm. {6,16}.
● Double Bracket,  19mm wide  {4}.  ● Corner Bracket {4}.

● Double Bent Strip {1}.  ● 3h deep  Single Bent Strip {2}.
5*11h,  5*7h,  7*3/5h  Pierced Flanged Plates {1,1,2}.  ● The
'centres' of these  Plates,  3*7h, 3*5h, 5*1/3h {1,1,2}.  ● 41 &
66mm o.d. Flanged & Grooved Wheels. Both have the same
integral tapered boss and a hemisperical recess on the back
face. {4,2}. ● 28mm Pulley with 4½mm wide vee {6}. ● 37mm
Ø Bush Wheel {4}. ● 35,60,100,150,175mm Axles, 3.9-4.0 Ø,
with square sheared ends {4 each}.  ● 2½*4cm wire  Handle
with about 6mm of thread on the 4cm arm. ● Collar, 11mm Ø,
8mm wide, & unlike the bosses, double-tapped {6}.  ● Single
Arm Crank {4}. ● N&B, M4, plain steel. ● 6 & 15mm u/h Bolts
with 6.9 & 7.3mm Ø RH respectively {80,10}.  The 6mm are
used as Set  Screws.  ● Machined  hex  Nuts,  7.9mm A/F, &
3¼mm thick {90}.  ● 50,80,100mm Ø Rubber Driving Bands
of 2¼*1½mm wide rectangular section {1 each}.  ● Axle Clip;
just 2 to 3 turns of .6mm spring wire, like a short M176a but
without the arm, and thus exceedingly difficult to 'wind' on or
off an Axle {12}. ● A flat Hook of 2½mm Ø wire, 31mm o/a {2}.
● A flat Screwdriver, 105mm long. ● A Spanner, missing but
no doubt similar to the one in the Liverpool Set shown later.

The Manual has 16 unnumbered pages, 198*147mm, plus
covers. The latter are all plain except the front above. Pages 1
& 2 have an Introduction (in which an A-01 set is mentioned) &
the Inventory is in on p3. There is one model on each of the
other pages, from Nr.1 Säulenbohrmaschine (Column Drilling
M/C) to Nr.13 Webstuhl  (Loom). One shaded line drawing is
provided for each plus an auxiliary view or two for most. Also a
parts list which gives those needed for each, named, portion
of  the  model,  rather  like  the  STABIL method.  The  models
include the Digger on the cover (Nr.10), the Fire Engine on the
lid (Nr.4), a Monoplane, a Roundabout, a Windmill, as well as
Machine Tools, & a Crane. The Fire Engine & a Reciprocating

Saw are  shown,  natural  size,  at
the top of the next page. In all a
good  selection  of  reasonably
attractive looking models. They
include  many  of  the  essential
features  of  their  prototypes
(grindstones in the Windmill for
instance)  with  pulley  drives
used  extensively.  Beyond  that
they are fairly simple mechan-
ically  -  the  Fire  Engine  does
have centre-pivot steering but
the Crane has no ratchet.

Other GERMAN Sets  A
number  of  other  outfits
have  been  seen  on
Ebay,  all  with  parts
matching those above.
3 are similar  examples

of the present  A-02 set.
Another  A-02  has  a  plain

brown card  box with a  whitish
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label printed in brown and featuring 2 models which are in the
manual  above,  Nr.3  Leuchtturm  (Light  Tower)  and  Nr.7
Horizontal-Sägegatter (Log Saw). A very small version of the
firm's logo is in the top left corner & the set number is bottom
right. With this set was an A-01 outfit in a similar but smaller
box. The label model is a simple Loco not in the A-02 manual,
and the logo is in red. Neither of these sets had a manual with
them but another similar A-01 has one in portrait format with a
white  cover,  again  printed  in  brown,  showing  a  Drilling
Machine. It was said to contain 12 models, from Plattenwagen
to Bohrmaschine. This set's box is also brown but darker and
it looks to be patterned with small embossed circles. The parts
are in 1 large & 4 small compartments.

The 'LIVERPOOL' Set  The parts in this set are still strung but
the manual is missing. The box is again black but at 30¾*51*
3cm  it  is  50%  larger  in  area  than  the  A-02;  the  contents
though are identical  (and as the A-02 inventory except  that
both sets had only contained 4 Flat Brackets). As can be seen
above, the lid label, 19½*31cm, shows it to be a Set No.3 and
it also carries the Liverpool address. The model is of course
the Digger from the A-02 manual. As already implied this is the
only set known with coloured parts, the only one from Inventrix
Ltd., Liverpool, & the only one with a set number without the
'A' prefix. Perhaps one day other 'Liverpool' sets will be found,
and German sets with coloured parts.

The set  box is partitioned into three equal  areas and the
parts are strung to a red card in each, with the small items in a
black topped box at the bottom of the centre compartment. It
can be seen with its lid removed in the photo of this compart-
ment right. All the Plates in the Set are painted green, all the
Wheels yellow (including their bosses & Set Screws), and all
the  other  parts,  excluding  Axles,  N&B,  etc,  red.  The red  is
practically the same shade as the backing cards, but all  the
parts  are rather  grimy and when cleaned the red  is  lighter,
almost a pinkish shade.

Examining the small parts and those still strung, there are
some minor differences from the German parts.  ● The holes
seems slightly smaller even allowing for the pain - more are
4.1mm & a few 4.0. ● The bores of the steel bosses are also
slightly smaller, 4.0-4.1mm. ● The N&B are still plain steel but

the  Bolts are 8½ & 18mm u/h,  with 7.4mm mush heads  &
7.1mm tapered cheeseheads respectively; and the  Nuts are
pressed, square, 8.0mm A/F, & 2mm thick.  ● The Spanner is
80mm long o/a.
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